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This book contains essays on brain, culture, and the human spirit
that are basic to understanding the relation between religion and
science. Each represent separate realms of inquiry, coming from
physiology, anthropology, psychology, theology. Each author
develops his own perspective as to the place of homo sapiens in
the cosmos we know as earth. Together, however, they represent
an emerging consensus. Contents: Introduction, James B.
Ashbrook; On the Evolution of Three Mentalities, Paul D.
MacLean; The Myth-Ritual Complex: A Biogenetic Structural
Analysis, Eugene G. d'Aquili; Body, Brain, and Culture, Victor
Turner; Psychology's Mentalist Paradigm and Religion/Science
Tension, Roger W. Sperry; Brain Science and the Human Spirit,
Colwyn Trevarthen; The Human Brain and Human Destiny: A
Pattern for Old Brain Empathy with Emergence of Mind, James
B. Ashbrook.
This is a story like a novel, of two generations of a fugitive family
who land at Harwich in 1939. There are backward glances
through Germany and Poland to the mid-nineteenth century, and
it ends in the present day. The actions take place in the villages of
old Poland, Nazi Berlin, wartime London and seaside towns, in
school and the sports-field, in the Paris of 1945, on Alpine
glaciers, amongst rising stars of British politics It has two main
threads – the mind of Etienne, and the characters of the mother,
the sister and later of the Cabinet Minister who was a leading
persuader in the formation of the party that was to re-shape
British politics and was its Leader in the Lords. The sister was
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‘the nearest thing the Left had to a political hostess’. Theme
might be said to be corruption of character associated with
idealistic politics; even more portentously, the pre-Socratic mind
of Etienne through whom the action is seen – overwhelmed by his
present experiences and historical daydreams, retarded in
rationality, unable to speak, his mind a disorder of mists and his
values dark – un-English, unmodern. North Sea Passage and the
Women of Spirit is a memoir but written in the style of literary
novel and will appeal to readers of that genre, as well as of
biography and modern history.

Move your prayer life to a deeper level with these faith-filled,
inspiring reflections. In Seasons of the Spirit, Jane Rutter guides
you gently through the rhythms of the church’s liturgical seasons
including Advent, Lent, Easter, and Ordinary Time. She finds the
“God moment” in the actions of daily life: a sports event, taking a
walk, fixing cars, waiting in traffic jams, shopping, or canning
salsa. Her conversational style reminds you of sharing a cup of
coffee at a friend’s kitchen table. Lifelong Catholics and new
seekers alike will be touched by the simple beauty in these
reflections. Find a sense of peace from spending a few moments
each day with this book as your prayer guide. You will discover
anew the wonder of creation and refresh your spirit.

Lord Hawke called Tom Emmett ‘the greatest “character” who
ever stepped on to the field’. Born in Halifax in 1841, Emmett
worked as a mill hand and did not make his Yorkshire debut until
1866. Almost at once he was part of the most destructive fast
bowling partnership in England with George Freeman. In the
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1860s, he once took 16 wickets for Yorkshire in an afternoon. In
the 1870s, only one other player scored over 4,000 runs and took
over 400 wickets in English cricket: W.G.Grace. Emmett had his
best ever season with the ball in the 1880s, aged nearly 45. In all
first-class cricket, he took over 1,500 wickets at under 14, bowling
in an idiosyncratic style which included wides and balls ‘which no
man had ever seen or dreamed of before’. For three decades,
Emmett travelled endlessly to appear in club and county matches,
and went to Australia three times in five years, appearing in the
first Test match. He set records and won games, but also played in
a style which at one time made him ‘the most popular
professional in England.’ He pleased cricket followers with his
wit and enthusiasm, but his life had a large share of tragedy. How
he handled those highs and lows made him the true spirit of
Yorkshire cricket.
This original and convincing analysis explores the vast changes
taking place in the Catholic Church as seen through the lens of
Transpersonal Psychology. The book offers fundamental reasons
why efforts at renewal have led to polarization and offers a vision
of the future that focuses on spiritual values.

The Classical Good CD & DVD Guide contains over 3500 reviews
of Classical CDs and DVDs, written by the critics of Gramophone
(the world's most authoritative classical music magazine), with
more recommendations than ever before. It also contains a host of
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extras designed to appeal to the novice and seasoned collector,
including composer biographies, recommended repertoire, guides
to broadening your listening experience, and an introduction to
the world of classical music on CD.
Farrell's persuasive and inspiring book, based on ten years of
hands-on experience with Asian, European, and American
entrepreneurs, totally debunks the 20th-century myth of the giant,
traditional corporation as the engine of prosperity. The facts show
that most real growth in all economies comes from younger,
smaller, more entrepreneurial companies. "Right on
target".--Harvey McKay.
London, 1851. Among the teeming crowds visiting the Great
Exhibition is the newspaper columnist Henry Hilditch, whose
sensational expos's of the lives and deprivations of the working
class are the talk of bourgeois London. But Hilditch has another
agenda. Mary Medworth, the love he lost the previous summer in
Florence, has reappeared somewhere in the slums of London's
East End. Hilditch follows the trail from the splendour of Hyde
Park to the squalor of Whitechapel, encountering thieves, gaolers,
kidnappers and false friends who may well lead him to his own
destruction. The photographer Cornelius Touchfarthing is
Hilditch's last link to Mary. But Touchfarthing is preoccupied
with his own ambition - to create an image so astonishing it will
elevate the trade of photography into High Art. Ross Gilfillan's
second novel is a thrilling recreation of Victorian London and a
moving story of love, science and photography.
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Debates over the 'end of art' have tended to obscure Hegel's work
on the arts themselves. Benjamin Rutter opens this study with a
defence of art's indispensability to Hegel's conception of
modernity; he then seeks to reorient discussion toward the
distinctive values of painting, poetry, and the novel. Working
carefully through Hegel's four lecture series on aesthetics, he
identifies the expressive possibilities particular to each medium.
Thus, Dutch genre scenes animate the everyday with an
appearance of vitality; metaphor frees language from prose; and
Goethe's lyrics revive the banal routines of love with imagination
and wit. Rutter's important study reconstructs Hegel's view not
only of modern art but of modern life and will appeal to
philosophers, literary theorists, and art historians alike.

Sets out a range of musical choices for congregational singing
and instrumental music for every Sunday of years A, B and C and
also for holy days, major feasts and special occasions.
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